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Format of the session  

•  Part 1: AFOLU WG: Framing the 
problem and examples of solutions 
(~30 minutes) 

•  AFOLU WG overview (5 min) 
•  Case summaries – David, Tambi, Hans, 

and (15 min) 
•  Q&A (10 min) 

•  Part 2: Small group work – addressing 
your own LEDS challenges (45 mins) 

•  Part 3: Report outs (10 minutes)  



AFOLU WG Goal & Objectives 
•  Goal: Promote & facilitate information, 

knowledge sharing, and adoption of 
tools and solutions for climate-resilient 
LEDS across the agriculture, forestry, 
and other land use sectors 

•  Objectives: 
1.  Communicate among stakeholders 
2.  Enhance knowledge sharing 
3.  Facilitate adoption of tools 
4.  Facilitate adoption of solutions 
5.  Provide remote expert support 



AFOLU WG Work Plan 
•  Communicate among AFOLU stakeholders 

•  Dedicated website 
•  Identify AFOLU WG country reps 
•  Identify steering committee 
•  Elaborate WG strategy  

•  Enhance knowledge sharing 
•  Workshop on best practice, benefits & 

incentives for LEDS in AFOLU sector 
•  Regional trainings on 

•  low-emission land use planning 
•  integrating AFOLU data into national 

GHG inventories 
•  integrated fire management 



AFOLU WG Other Next Steps 

!  Prioritize thematic areas/work streams 

!  ID challenges/gaps 

!  Liaise with other AFOLU communities of 
practice and networks 

!  Liaise with other WGs 

!  Work on sustainability of the WG  

!  Work towards integrating AFOLU LEDS in 
academic curricula  

!  Make the WG Global 
!  Roster of experts  



Join the Working Group! 
Website: 
http://ledsgp.org/sector/AFOLU  
 
Secretariat: (GEC) 
Adelaine Tan – adelaine@gec.org.my 
Faizal Parish – fparish@gec.org.my 
 
Geoffrey Blate – gblate.usfs@gmail.com 
David Ganz – dganz@winrock.org 
Brett Shields – brett.shields@gec.org.my 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please join the LEDS GP and encourage others to join. 
www.ledsgp.org/join 



LEDS 2014 Annual Workshop 
Agriculture, Forestry and Other 
Land Uses (AFOLU) 
 
 

Importance of Agriculture / 
Livestock to Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions 

David&Pelster&

Interna4onal&Livestock&Research&Ins4tute&/&&

Climate&&&Clean&Air&Coali4on&

dpelster@cgiar.org&



Sectors and sources of GHG emissions 



Enteric fermentation and soil management: CH4 and N2O 
emissions Herrero&et&al.&(2013)&&



Agricultural GHG Emissions in SSA 

!  Agriculture contributes roughly 13.8% of GHG (Herzog, 
2009).  

!  Agriculture emits mostly CH4 and N2O (47 and 84% of 
anthropogenic emissions respectively; Smith et al., 
2007).  

!  Importance of smallholder farms in SSA:  
!  75% of agricultural production and 75% of job 

production in SSA (Africa Development Bank, 
2010) 

!  80% of farms < 2ha (FAO 2010) 
!  However yields are very low (~ 1 Mg ha-1) 



Agricultural GHG Emissions in SSA 

!  Population growth causes pressure on existing forests 
(encroachment, and fuelwood  gathering / charcoal 
production) 

!  This landuse change / degradation results in large GHG 
emissions 



Development Strategies in SSA? 

!  Can we use agricultural intensification to produce more 
food on less land 

!  Requires a level of land use planning 

! However: 
!  How feasible is this in smallholder 

systems? 



Low Emission Development 
Strategies in Africa: a 
landscape perspective 

Peter A Minang & Lalisa A Duguma 
World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF) & 
 ASB Partnership For the Tropical Forest Margins 
 
LEDS  GP Annual workshop, Addis Ababa, August 26-29, 
2014 





The African context 
!  Subsistence agriculture was the reason behind almost half the 

deforestation in tropical Africa (Mongabay.com)  
!  42% of N2O in Africa is from agriculture (as high as 71% if savannah 

and grassland burning is included) (Hickman et al 2011).  
!  African livestock are also among the major emission sources of non-

CO2 GHGs (about 77% of global non-CO2 GHG emissions are from 
livestock) (Hererro et al 2013) 

!  By 2020, IPCC (2007) estimated that yields from rain-fed agriculture 
in Africa could decrease by up to 50% implying the likely increase in 
slash and burn farming systems to produce enough food.  

THEREFORE,%THERE%IS%A%NEED%FOR%APPROPRIATE%LAND%USE%PLANNING%TOOLS%
AND%STRATEGIES%THAT%CAN%HELP%OPTIMALLY%ACHIEVE%THE%LIVELIHOOD%
DEMANDS%AND%THE%EMISSION%REDUCTION.%%%



Ex-ante analysis of emission reduction 
scenarios 

Es4mated&cumula4ve&emissions&in&three&decades&under&
various&development&pathways&in&Efoulan&Municipality,&
Cameroon&
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REALU (Reducing Emissions from All 
Land Uses) 

REALU is a framework that seeks to understand 
the potential for optimizing emission reductions 
from all land use in a holistic (bio-physical, 
technical, policy, social and economic) manner.  
 
REALU proposes a definition that includes REDD 
and all transitions in land cover that affect GHG 
emissions.  



Why REALU? 
1.  The absence of a globally agreed definition of 

‘Forest’ will impede implementation of REDD or 
REDD+ schemes 

2.  Current REDD+ contexts ignore high potential 
emissions reduction and sequestration in other 
land uses 

3.  Drivers of deforestation are largely outside the 
forests and need to be addressed 

4.  REDD as just a partial accounting of land use is 
challenged by cross-scale issues such as 
additionality, leakage, and permanence 

5.  Intermediate land uses such as Tree-based 
agricultural systems can lead to greater emissions 
reductions and larger benefits for local people.  



Why REALU?  



Ex-ante analysis of emission reduction 
scenarios 

Es4mated&cumula4ve&emissions&in&three&decades&under&
various&development&pathways&in&Efoulan&Municipality,&
Cameroon&
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Some concluding remarks 

Challenges : 
"  Linking local actions to national government actions  
"  Planning cycles or negotiation between multiple interests 

and diverse perspectives difficult to achieve. 

"  Possible solutions: Constructing a co-investment 
paradigm (multiple sources, REDD+, private sector) 
might provide potential solutions 



   
http://worldagroforestrycentre.org/ 
www.asb.cgiar.org 
 

!

THANK YOU! 



AFOLU WG 
 
 
 
 
Hans Harmen Smit 
hharmensmit@snvworld.org 



IntroducPon:%Implement%Approach%

•  Work&at&three&levels:&landscape,&businesses&and&
farmers/&community&

•  Tes4ng&across&pilot&landscapes&(Vietnam,%Indonesia,%
Ghana,%DRC,%RoC)%

•  Focal&commodi4es:&Palm&oil,&Coffee,&Cocoa,&Shrimp,&
Rubber,&Woodfuel&and&rice&(Livestock)&&

•  SNV&has&developed&various&knowledge&products&to&
help&shape&interven4ons&



Example: Application SNV Tools 



 Risk category 
Low Low to medium Medium to high Very high 

Dominant 
agriculture 
system 

Intensive high value 
agriculture (e.g. 
lowland rice, cash 
crops)  

(Semi) intensive 
agriculture; semi 
extensive; tree 
crops 

(Semi) extensive (e.g. 
extensive pasture, shifting 
cultivation); commercial and 
subsistence 

Small scale 
subsistence 

Forest 
landscapes 

Minimal natural 
forest 

Forest mosaic; 
degraded land; 
forests plantation 
for timber 

Forest mosaic; degraded 
forests and bare land; forest 
frontiers 

Generally 
undisturbed 
forest 

Approach  Promote intensive 
agriculture 

Plantations for 
timber and wood-
fuel; agroforestry; 
tree planting 

Subsistence agriculture for 
food security; certified 
commodities (full 
traceability); enrichment 
planting; woodlots for 
timber/fuelwood 

REDD finance; 
PES payments 
(carbon, 
watershed, 
biodiversity etc) 

Tools and 
actions 

Agricultural 
technology research 
and development 

Agriculture 
technology 
research and 
development; 
value chain 
analysis; low 
emission planning 

Certification market 
assessment; livelihoods 
analysis; benefit distribution 
systems; low emission 
planning  

Opportunity 
cost and 
REDD+ 
assessment; 
Economic 
valuation; 
Participatory 
Forest 
monitoring; 
benefit 
distribution 
systems 

 

Example: Application SNV Tools 



Climate Smart Agriculture 
Example: Application SNV Tools 



Economic impact in 3 
sub-districts PALM&OIL& COCOA& RUBBER& ARABICA& ROBUSTA&

2014& 5.97& 5.80& 3.70& 0.31& 2.37&

2020& 5.80& 5.51& 3.55& 0.08& 2.27&

2050& 1.07& 1.12& 0.88& 0.04& 0.43&
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PALM&OIL& COCOA& RUBBER& ARABICA& ROBUSTA&

2014& 3.74& 1.91& 1.02& 4.28& 1.70&

2020& 3.48& 1.89& 1.05& 3.29& 1.59&

2050& 3.04& 1.76& 0.96& 1.88& 1.49&
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PALM&OIL& COCOA& RUBBER& ARABICA& ROBUSTA&

2014& 0.07& 1.85& 0.94& 7.80& 2.03&

2020& 0.07& 1.98& 1.62& 7.64& 2.03&

2050& 0.07& 1.96& 2.09& 6.93& 2.02&
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Example: Application SNV Tools 



Cocoa:&&
Major&shi`s&in&

suitability.&

&In&the&medium&

term&the&central&

region&of&TapSel&

would&be&suitable,&

for&the&long&term,&

the&eastern&regions&

of&MN&

&

Interven4on&

op4ons:&&

Climate&resistant&

varie4es&

Integra4on&with&

shade&trees&

Example: Application SNV Tools 



Addressing your own LEDS challenges  

In groups of 7-8 with both country 
and technical representation 

!  Identify a time-keeper, a 
rapporteur and a presenter 

!  Each country – share a 
challenge you currently have 
related to this topic  

!  Agree on 1-2 common 
challenges to be the focus of 
group discussion  

!  Share ideas on good practices 
and solutions 

!  Identify opportunities for further 
collaboration and learning 

!  Capture ideas on the output 
template sheets 

!  Remember to stay in ‘coaching’ 
mode  

In&considering&your&challenge&you&may&like&

to&think&about:&&

1.  What&is&the&problem&really&about?&&

2.  What&have&you&tried&already?&

3.  Who&is&involved?&Who&else&needs&to&be&

involved?&&&

4.  What&tools&or&resources&could&help?&&

5.  What&other&expert&and&peer&assistance&could&

you&access&from&LEDS&or&others?&&



Capturing discussion points and outputs 

In&your&

learning&

group:&&

before&you&

finish&your&

session&please&

be&sure&to&

complete&your&

output&sheet!&&

&

&



Hearing back from you  

!  Main insights  
!  New ideas 
!  Commitments and actions 

Please hand your output sheet to  
the moderator 


